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Want to know more about this object? 
Photometry and size measurements? Gravitational lensing 
modeling? Detailed SED-fitting? In-depth discussion of 
exotic sources? Then please check-out our recent papers: 

Furtak et al. 2022a, arXiv:2212.04381 
Furtak et al. 2022b, arXiv:2212.10531
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The UNCOVER survey 
The public UNCOVER survey (Bezanson 
et al. 2022) observed Abell 2744 with 
JWST and represents the deepest 
imaging of a lensing cluster to date. It 
reaches -depths of 30 AB per filter. 
These incredible depths and the wide 
field-of-view enabled the discovery of 
numerous new strong lensing features in 
the cluster outskirts. We used these to 
publish a new and extended strong 
lensing mass model of Abell 2744 
(Furtak et al. 2022a).
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Figure 6. JWST imaging mosaic of Abell 2744, centered on the UNCOVER NIRCam mosaic. We highlight the three observed
cluster cores in inset panels; only the Southern primary cluster has been covered by HST imaging in the field. Our imaging of
the Northern substaructures revelas a multitude of lensed features, that are used to improve the lens modeling in that region
(L. Furtak et al., in preparation). This color image combines all UNCOVER filters and includes other JWST NIRCam/NIRISS
imaging in the field including GLASS (Treu et al. 2022) and DDT#2756. High resolution version of this color image is available
on the UNCOVER website.

ing multi-wavelength ACS and WFC3 archival imaging480

from HST were also processed with Grizli onto the481

same pixel grids.482

3.2. DR1: Initial Release of NIRCam/NIRISS Mosaics483

With this publication, we publicly release fully re-484

duced, multiband mosaics for the first NIRCam cluster485

and NIRISS parallel imaging with 20 mas pixels in NIR-486

Cam short-wavelengths and 40 mas pixels in the NIR-487

Cam long-wavelength filters and NIRISS imaging. Color488

images for each mosaic are shown in Figure 6 (NIRCam)489

and Figure 7 (NIRISS). We also provide reduced HST490

imaging on the same WCS grids. All of these data prod-491

ucts will be hosted initially through Amazon Web Ser-492

vices, linked from the UNCOVER team website 2, and493

upon publication uploaded to the Barbara A. Mikulski494

Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). This data release495

is designed to be significantly in advance of the JWST496

Cycle 2 proposal deadline. Details of this plan can be497

found in Table 4.498

2 https://jwst-uncover.github.io/DR1.html

Our team intends to incrementally release higher-level499

data products associated with these early data (e.g., in-500

tracluster light (ICL)-subtracted mosaics, photometric501

catalogs and derived properties, updated gravitational502

lensing maps) on a short timescale. These data releases503

will be followed by final catalogs and spectroscopic data504

releases in the subsequent years.505506

4. DISCUSSION AND SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES507

OF THE UNCOVER SURVEY508

The JWST UNCOVER survey is designed to address509

a primary objective of the observatory: detecting and510

spectroscopically characterizing the properties of the511

first galaxies, while enabling a broad range of scientific512

explorations. Broadly, our scientific targets fall into four513

primary categories.514515

• The First Galaxies: The first JWST obser-516

vations released in July 2022 are already trans-517

forming the field. Early Release Observations in518

SMACSJ0723.3-7327 (ERO #2736, PI: Pontop-519

pidan, Pontoppidan et al. 2022) and Early Re-520

lease Science observations from GLASS (#1324,521

JWST/NIRCam composite-color image of Abell 2744 and our object, A2744-QSO1. The critical curves of our 
lensing model (Furtak et al. 2022a) are shown in blue and red for a source at  and . The 
point-like red multiple images in cyan squares are the images of our  AGN  candidate (Furtak et al. 
2022b). The orange squares highlight the Zitrin et al. (2014) triply-imaged  galaxy in Abell 2744, 
which was recently spectroscopically confirmed at  with JWST (Roberts-Borsani et al. 2022). 

zs = 1.7 zs = 7.5
zphot ≃ 7.7

z ∼ 10
z = 9.76

Extremely red colors! 
Our object has extremely red colors in 
the four reddest NIRCam filters, about 
one half of a magnitude redder than 
typical JWST-detected galaxies at the 
same redshift.

zphot ≃ 7.7

Spectroscopy coming soon!
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A more exotic source? 
We also explore and discuss if this 
object’s peculiar emission features could 
originate from a new type of hitherto 
unobserved source such as: a cluster of 
supermassive, Population III or dark stars, 
a Pop. III hyper-nova, or a direct-collapse 
black hole. 
Of these possibilities, both a cluster of 
supermassive stars and a direct-collapse 
black hole are consistent with the 
observed colors and lensing time delays.

Extremely faint and compact! 
Folding-in the lensing magnification, we 
measure a very faint UV luminosity of 

. More importantly, the 
unresolved point-source nature of all 
three multiple images yields an upper 
limit on the size of  pc! 
Such a compact morphology cannot 
originate from a galaxy. This object is 
smaller by an order of magnitude than 
typical galaxies of similar UV luminosity. 
It resembles GNz7q, a red high-redshift 
quasar recently discovered by Fujimoto 
et al. 2022.
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SED-fitting 
We fit the JWST and HST photometry 
both with galaxies and type-II AGN using 
BEAGLE (Chevallard et al. 2016) and its 
newly-developed templates (Feltre et al. 
2016; Vidal-García et al. 2022). 
The emission line-driven AGN-templates 
fit the red colors of our object better 
than the continuum-dominated SF galaxy 
templates. A non-detection in dust-
continuum also rules out a red SF galaxy.
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A triply-imaged point-source 
The object is detected with JWST/
NIRCam as a point-source triply imaged 
by the strong lensing cluster Abell 2744. 
Both its gravitational lensing geometry 
and it’s HST/ACS-dropout nature firmly 
place it at . 
The flux ratios of all three images concur  
with the magnification ratios across all 
bands, which confirms the detection to 
be genuine. This discovery is published 
in Furtak et al. 2022b.

zgeo > 7
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